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Multi* + Security
* Cloud, Accounts, Regions, Runtimes and Stakeholders

Cloudanix improves your Cloud Infrastructure Security. We are agentless
and deliver value in 5 minutes.

https://www.cloudanix.com
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Cloudanix Features

Area Feature Additional Description

Scope Multi-Cloud AWS, Azure, GCP, DigitalOcean, any
Kubernetes workload

Workflow integrations Github, Slack, JIRA, Email, MS Team,
Webhooks and many more

Dashboard Single view across Multiple Cloud, Accounts,
Regions

Write your own queries and filter the data for
easy consumption

Compliance 1000+ checks available across several cloud
resource types

Cloud Misconfig, IAM Misconfig, Kubernetes
Misconfig

10+ Compliance standards and their controls
mapped

e.g. SOC2, NIST, HIPAA, FedRamp, HITRUST,
ISO27001

Customizable and Configurable Switch off rules or change config params for
them (e.g. Password rotation in {180 days})

BYOR (Bring Your Own Rule) with our API If we are missing any rule, you can write your
own using our API

Realtime
Events

Subscribe to 1000+ threats that occur in your
Cloud account. No reason to listen to all the
false positives.

E.g. Alert if anyone logs without MFA or Alert if
a new VPC is created.

AI/ ML-powered anomalies check Further improves the quality of the signal for
you to pay attention to.

CIEM Deep Dive into IAM Data Exfiltration, Resource * and several risk
exposure detection and reporting

Single IAM Identities across different clouds
and accounts

Asset
Management

Assets Discovery Answer questions like: “Tell me all runtime
versions of Lambdas across all my accounts”

Baseline and Drift management What changed, when?

Misconfiguration management Is this setting allowed? (e.g. Allow only these
AMI and anything outside this list shall be
alerted)

Shadow IT Know if a wrong service, version, configuration
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is used by a digital asset in your account

Container
Security

Workload Visibility, Improving Security
Posture and Threat Detection mapped to
frameworks like MITRE

Can be customized for existing out-of-the-box
rules. Also, new rules can be written by our
customers.

Container
Image
Security

Image scanning for CVEs Can be installed in the CI pipeline of your
choice

Remediation
Workflows

Out-of-the-box remediation fixes to rectify
outstanding issues with 1-click.

e.g. If an S3 bucket is found without
Encryption enabled, go ahead and encrypt it.

Integration with Audit rules for easier
application of fixing the rules

Collaboration Workspace to organize your Cloud accounts Manage multiple business units or customers
(for partners) via a dedicated Workspace.
Makes data isolation and teammanagement
easy

RBAC Several roles to map functional usage

Github
Security

Secrets Scanning We look for more than 2000+ different secrets
in your code repositories. You can add your
own pattern too for us to detect

Threat analysis for more than 100 different
events

We look for anomalies and threats and alert
you - e.g. a private repository became public

Misconfig detection Look for misconfig like “Outside collaborator is
an admin” and many more such policies

Intelligent
Notifications

Configure different alerting rules and
channels for different accounts/ teams

1 click integrate with Slack, MS Teams, Emails
and many different channels

Snooze notifications Snooze notifications based on certain
parameters e.g. For next 1 hour do not alert me
for this as I am doing some testing

Auto-snooze to suppress alert fatigue If x notifications come in y minutes, do not
alert me for next z minutes. Such rules can be
enabled and make you productive.
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About Cloudanix

As a user of Public Cloud, you deal with the complexity of Cloud misconfiguration,
Compliance, Container vulnerability, and Identity management.

Your cloud infrastructure today has one of the following: Multi-Clouds,
Multi-Environments, across Multi-Regions using multiple runtimes. As a result,
security complexity increases exponentially.

With Cloudanix you get a single view into your security posture without alert fatigue.

We are backed by YCombinator and several renowned investors.
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Learn more
● Contact us at sujay@cloudanix.com

● Website: https://www.cloudanix.com

● AWS Marketplace: https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-vkzysueu2z6js

● Azure Marketplace:

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-US/marketplace/apps/cloudanixinc1637610

007532.cloudanix-multi-security

● Case studies: https://www.cloudanix.com/case-studies

Some of our associations
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